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The manufactured housing industry has undergone some major changes in the Pacific Northwest
mobile homes with a reputation for low quality and energy efficiency performance may become a thing of
the past thanks to some innovative programs to upgrade manufactured housing sponsored by Northwest
utilities and the Bonneville Power Administration. Utilities started paying attention to manufactured
housing in the mid 1980s when they learned that up to 50% of new houses sited in their areas were
manufactured homes. Preliminary studies indicated that huge energy savings were possible in these

more than 50% over the life of the home.

BonneviHe'sfirst coordinated effort to study the situation was the Manufactured Work
which was established in the fall of 1986 and included manufacturers, utilities, the Northwest Power

Council (the Council), the Pacific Northwest Laboratory trade associations, and
regulatory agencies. The Work Group recommended energy programs for manufactured housing based on
Bonneville's conservation programs for site-built homes: the Super Good Cents and the
Residential Construction Demonstration Project Research results from RCDP/SGC
Manufactured Housing Program included collection of metered energy end-use data and cost data on
individual conservation measures, cost effectiveness and This research

Bonneville the data to recommend the best tactics for the manufactured
nOllSlrlg lI?'llrllllllC:'!t"~T on its new-found course of energy efficiency, a direction that is sure to mean

homes for the consumer and energy for utilities.

Introduction

fi.H.UUIJ};::.U tec·hnjOl(J~2Y is in many
the home construction industries are still
viewed some as reluctant to new ideas. How-
ever, in recent years utilities and home builders in the
Pacific Northwest have changes in
attitude toward with to
energy One of the more facets of
this attitude has been the in the
manufactured The of these

and the innovative way in came
are the of this discussion.

Background

The Bonneville Power Administration is a
federal power agency which markets electric energy from
several and acts as a regional
power distribution network. Bonneville services about 130

and 7 utilities the Pacific
Northwest which consists of four states:
"'-"'A ",.Ij;q'-JjlU!.'1 Montana and Idaho.

Planning
Oregon, Washington, Idaho,

and Montana in the enactment of the Pacific
Northwest Electric Power and Conservation Act,
Public Law 96-501 (the Act). The conservation of
electricity was given a major role in the Acts From this
act, the Northwest Power Planning Council (the Council)
was createct The Council works closely with Bonneville
to cost-effective and regiQnaHy acceptable power
sources and to reduce electric loads in the residential
sector through conservation and renewable resourcese
Bonneville has taken a lead role by coordinating regional
utilities in these efforts.

Model Conservation One of the many tasks
set forth under the Act was to prepare Model Conserva
tion Standards (MCS) for residential buildings. The MCS
first appeared in 1983 and were directed at new elec
trically heated site-built residences under the region's first
power plan. The second power plan, issued by the
Council in 1986, reiterated the basic of the
MCSe Both plans stressed the importance of conservation
and renewable resources.



Bonnev;) Research and Marketing Programs for
Energy lfftcient Site-Built Housing;) Before
Bonneville began its energy efficient manufactured
housing programs, it already had several years of
experience exploring inrlovative methods for researching
and marketing the construction of energy-efficient site
built homes ..

The Super Good Cents Program. Super Good Cents is a
marketing program coordinated by Bonneville and
operated by participating regional utilities that promotes
energy savings in electrically heated homes. Bonneville's
SGC program for site-built homes was operating in the
region by 1985. Later, because expected penetrations into
the new housing market were not being met, financial
incentives were added to interest builders and potential
home buyers. The original incentives ranged between
$2,500 to $3,500 but by 1988 (the year that manufactured
homes were included) Bonneville decreased. the incentives
to $1,250, and $1,500 per home, depending on
the climate zone in which the home was built.

The Demonstration
Like the RCDP was also an operating program in
the mid-1980s. in. October 1985, it was designed to
demonstrate new residential techniques and
~.l!. .....fYll.&-'vll.. innovations that advance the state of the art in
construction of heated residences$ This n'l!"'1ll"'n"~U

work was to document the cost-effectiveness of
various ECMs for MCS homes"

standard free from state and local jurisdiction. With
reciprocity, a home produced in one state could be
shipped to another without difficult and costly inspections
or costs which today plague the modular and panelized
home industries. Manufacturers in Washington state could
build a home for shipment to California, Alaska, or even
Hawaii without inspection requirements beyond the plant
boundaries. The preemption clause allowed the industry to
become a very competitive force in providing affordable
housing to the nation..

Manufactured Housing: the
ntapped esource

By the mid-1980s the Northwest utilities had worked hard
to include MCS construction requirements in the site-built
housing industry" However, little attention was paid to
Title VI manufactured. homes. There were good reasons
for this. No utility was tracking manufactured homes sited
in its territory .. Existing utility programs were directed at
the local home builders through training, seminars, design
assistance, and later with cash incentives$ The preemption
clause of the HUD-code prevented local jurisdictions from
considering applying a building standard to manufactured
homes. It wasn't until initial studies conducted by
Bonneville revealed that over 10,000 manufactured homes
were being sited (and these homes were generally
inefficient) that the closer attention from
Bonneville.

StudiesBonneville's

Prior to 1986 Bonneville had already completed several
manufactured housing studies and projects. Notable among
these were the construction and monitoring of 5
energy-efficient homes and participation in the upgrade of
35 manufactured homes for the Indians in
WaJshllu~:t()n state (Lee et a1. 1986)0 Both of these projects
suggested the technical feasibility of building
energy-efficient homes at a reasonable cost. However,
they did not determine the energy savings and the more
precise cost-effectiveness for each energy conservation
measure that could be used in manufactured
housing.

Bonneville was convinced by these and other studies (e.g.,
Lee et aL 1988 and Harlcreader, Lee, and Sherman 1987)
that the potential for energy savings in the manufactured
housing sector was large. Indeed, estimates suggested that
weB over half of the energy use of manufactured homes
could be eliminated through the application of ECMs$ For

these were than the cost of

eXl)en.en(~ewith the sac and the RCDP
and of the manu-

o Under Title VI of the and
ueVelOpJmeJnt Act of 1974, Congress deter

mined that it was necessary to establish the Federal
Manufactured Home Construction and Standards

... "..o...A ............. '.... _1 for the manufactured home Manu-
factured homes covered. by Title VI are often called
"mobile homes" or sometimes "HUD-code manufactured
homes,,"

of and Urban Development
the to promulgate a reasonable

and performance of
manufactured which it did in 1976$ One major

of Title VI states that "No State or locality may
establish or enforce any rule or regulation or take any
action that stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment
and execution of the full purposes and objectives of
COlt12f!ess. Ie Often referred to as the :Qn~Ullim!...JY~

~W:Q£UY-...£1~~ it gave the a single national
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energy from a new coal-fired power plant. In the Pacific
Northwest the cost of electricity from a new coal-fired
power plant is used to set the bench mark avoided cost to
evaluate other electric energy resourcess

BonneviHe and the utilities were fully aware of the
preemption clause and the effect it would have on any
regional programs From the outset it was clearly
understood that any participation the manufacturers
would be strictly volunt:arv

The first coordinated regional effort to establish a
manufactured homes program began with the creation of
the Manufactured Housing Work Group (Work Group) in
November 1986s Invited members included manufacturers,
utilities, trade associations, regulatory agencies, the
Council, PNL, and BonneviHes The Work Group's imme
diate task was to establish working relationships among
the various members and to lay the groundwork for a
regional manufactured housing programs

anufactured Housing ark Group

Budget Constraints Cause a Major Setbackfl A few
months later, early in 1987, Bonneville was faced with
major agency-wide budget cutss All programs faced
scrutiny from management to meet substantial funding
reductions" Some programs were even cancelleiL The
fledgling manufactured housing program was reduced, as
were others, but not eliminated. Both the marketing effort
and the proposed cost-effectiveness studies were severely
constrained as were all other investigative effortss

The Council Lends S The manufactured hous
ing program received a boost when, in June 1987, the
Northwest Power Planning Council issued recommenda
tions supporting the program" The Council
recommended that Bonneville ffaccelerate efforts to
develop cost-effectiveness data for the manufactured
housing industry to support a regular program ff and
ffinclude manufactured housing in the new residential
programs" This vote of confidence changed the program
dramatically. Bonneville's managers, wrestling with
competing priorities, were given a focus and direction by
the Council and from this on the program

meet:rnuz 11roa.uce~ mixed results ..
discussed seemed

The first Work
The attitudes and
dl~rer~;'!enlt~ but still it was ~'Il",.• .rlIIlIIlI,"'1!"1l't1c.

Utilities better understood manufacturers and vice versa..
Manufacturers were concerned about "conservation

on their For eX~lmJ)le"

worried about additional or ms:p~ctl()ns

whatHUD

The Work also learned that the manufacturers were
not a group the same home to a
limited market.. In manufactured. homes covered a
wide range of and associated costs, and
were a wide range of consumerss This meant
that homes could be easy and me~XI)ien-

sive for some manufacturers while it could be difficult and
for others" were raised about the

technical and cost of manufactured
homes to an MCS standard"

and information gathered
PW:'tlClpants set about to design a

the energy efficiency of
manufactured in the The purpose of the
Work was two-fold: first to advise Bonneville on
the of a manufactured housing program, and
second to establish a region-wide program to
energy conservation 1991-1992"

The Work Later in June
1987, the Work met to revitalize the programs It
chose Bonneville to act as the lead agency to coordinate
and the program. and manufacturer
participation was but not mandatorys

'Ihe Work submitted program recommendations to
Bonneville which echoed the Council's directive.
Innovative in its approach, the Work Group suggested the

1) Allow utilities the option to participate in
the program and make incentive payments to the home

dealer, or manufacturer on the same basis as
incentives for site-built homes through the Super Good
Cents program; 2) Include manufactured housing in
the Residential Construction Demonstration Project

to determine the cost-effectiveness of ECMs and
determine efficiency standards for the region.

The RCDP/SGC anufactured Housing
Program

In August 1987, with from the Work Group and
backing from the Council, Bonneville added a study of
manufactured homes to the RCDP programs The combina
tion of demonstration, study, and became
known as the RCDP/SGC Manufactured Housing



The expanded program was to include

1~ Construction of Homes: Construct a representative
sample of 150 homes built to MCS requirements,
inspected, sited, and monitored for energy use through
one heating season. Each home would be metered to
determine space and water heating, and total energy
use" Also included were infiltration and blower door
tests to determine air leakage rates.

2. Cost Data: CoHect the actual cost for each installed
ECM from participating manufacturers; analyze and
report the results.

The Work Group's technical specifications were
completed. in November 1987, and were referred to as the
RCDP/SGC Technical Specifications (BPA 1987)"

Benefits and Incentives0 The RCDP/SGC Manufactured
Housing Program was designed to include manufacturers,
dealers, utilities, and home buyers. Under RCDP,
manufacturers were offered. $2,000 to $3,000 to
voluntarily build homes that met Bonneville's Technical
Specifications. In return they were required to provide
cost data information on each home" The incentive level
was based on the estimated cost of complying with the
requirements.

5. Cost-effectiveness Determine the incre-
mental cost-effectiveness for each ECM.

3. Manufacturer's Experiences Report: Interview manu
facturers participating and not participating in the
RCDP and prepare a characterizing their
P.V1:,\p.Y"1IP>n,(,~Q and perceptions.

Dealers were also included. Under RCDP they received
for each home sold and ultimately sited in a par

ticipating SGC utility area and for each home sited
in a non-SaC area (not all regional utilities chose to
participate in the SGC program). Dealers were an
1!rnnn1rt~:Ul"'9t element in the program because they were the
first to offer the SGC package to the home buyer" In
addition to financial incentives, Bonneville offered dealers
the power of SGC advertising tnr~ou~~n

and at the of sale"

Interview pa:lrtlc:rp~ltll1l£

describing their
4. Dealer

dealers and prepare a

Homeowners received the most benefits" First they
received lower bills an Im"01"()ve:(1

insulation The SGC package was offered to
buyers at various prices by different manufacturers
because their costs varied. Some offered it at no extra cost
while others up to $1,500 more. If the home was
sited in a participating SGC utility area, the home buyer
received between $1,000 and $1,500. Home buyers in the
coldest climate zone (including Montana and parts of

received upwards of $4,800. This included an addi-
tional $300 paid to the home for allowing energy
use of the home.

ramCll'allOll" b,mJ>ha.slS must be on the voluntary
participation by manufacturers, dealers, utilities, and
U.IlIl..Il..li...JI...II.Q"VJl.JI the customer who chose to purchase the energy
efficient options. RCDP/SGC was created as a voluntary
program" Not all manufacturing plants, dealers, or utilities
chose to participate" In fact only eight of the seventeen
(today there are eighteen) regional manufacturing plants
participated in the program and only 40 of an estimated
250 regional dealers. Although there were doubts that the
incentives offered through the program would be sufficient
to overcome market inertia and lnanufacturer/dealer skep-

the incentives proved to be more than adequate in
the long run" And in the end it was the customer that
moved the market toward recognition of the value of
ent~r~v-ern(~leI1CYin the market

cOInptlter models to
for manufactured

JlLI....." • .....,,,""'P ..... and
energy use and

homes"

1 e4r:n1.~lC(U il:DeC~11Ctm~rJn~)\ Before homes could 1-1~t1I1$11IIIV

'lI11"'t1'1111'"",n-ri'<Olnt' that the technical spe;cltlcaltloI1S
be A of the Work
this effort in time to start the liJ' .......' ~ """""" .. "

6.

The model for these was the MCS used in
the site-built considerable work had to
be done to the to
accomm.odate manufactured homes. For the floor
and construction of manufactured homes differs
from that of site-built homes.. Manufactured homes have

restrictions because are truck
tllsznwavs and roads from to site. The roof

and floor cavities are the amount
of insulation that can be included.. The walls are basically
similar to site-buHt and may, in be a
little more energy efficient due to frames.. Meeting
the overa11MCS meant reducing the window

1l1l·""UI"'\~_'l:l1l'l!"'lI.nr the window U-factor. The latter was
more This trade-off became a issue later in
the de'v'e140PIneIlt of the program.
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As contract agents, the State Energy Offices of Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, and Montana played an important role
in implementing the program. They provided a variety of
support to manufacturers, participating SGC
utilities, and home buyers.

Subcontracts were established between Bonneville and
Pacific Northwest Laboratory and Ecotope to collect and
analyze program data. The results of these studies
provided a firm foundation for the program and future
activities.

Progress e The proposal originally called for a one
year post-construction study of the manufactured homes.
Energy use monitoring, infiltration measurements, and
homeowner questionnaires were of that effort.
BonneviHe put the RCDP contracts into place with the
State Energy Offices in readiness for the upcoming

season. Data collection was to be completed
the summer of 1988.

Officially the RCDP/SGC program kicked off in
1988, but it was not until March that production was
CO]nDllete~ on the first home. the cash incentives

planmng, the most in the program,
were not to the dealerships ..

26 homes had been sold. results were
dlSCOI!ra~zmJe:'l and program managers were concerned that
the program was too ambitious or under-funded
or

November it was clear that the goal of 150
homes to be built and sited for the 1988-89 season
would not be met Bonneville made the decision to
with the program however. Both the RCDP contracts with
the state energy offices and the SGC budgets
and dates were extended into the next year.
Data coBection was extended another
season.

In December almost a year from the start, half
of the homes had been sold and builL as word-of-
mouth and other
factors came into

three months the full of
150 homes had been ordered and sold. The initial role of
RCDP was cOInoleteC1.

Data collection from the 150 homes over the next heating
season was the next This information,

with the collected and cost data,
would be define cost-effectiveness for this
h"-''ll1!C'!'lI'll'tlt''IiI sector.

But the enthusiasm generated by RCDP/SGC continued.
When the RCDP/SGC program ended many dealers were
caught with orders that could not get the RCDP portion of
the incentives, and many customers were turned away.
Although they were no longer eligible to receive the
RCDP portion of payment, they could receive the SGC
utility portion if the home was sited in a participating
utility area ($1,000, $1,250, or $1,500 depending on the
climate zone). Manufacturers and dealers argued that this
incentive was too small 0 But they both agreed. that the
program should continue in some form or another.

Transition to SGC

Both manufacturers and dealers asked Bonneville "now
what?" The response was another Work Group meeting
on March 30, 1989, to discuss the continuation of the
RCDP/SGC. At that Work participants
discussed incentive levels and decided to continue the
SGC through participating utilities
December 1990. The incentive levels were
set:

Climate Zone I
Climate Zone n
Climate Zone ill

SGC utilities would be allowed to divide this n'!JI'lTn"III,~nt

between the and manufacturer as
determined. Also, in Bonneville and the
utilities agreed to make these payments to
cover the period from the end of the RCDP portion to the
reS:UlllPtiion of the level incentive under SGC.

Manufacturers and dealers agreed and the SGC program
continued with the understanding that when the cost
effectiveness study was completed either the technical
spe~Itlca1tl0I1S would the incentive would
vJUlLlB.IIL&,C.'U& or a combination of both would occur.

~"'lIleBlll@.IIS'lli.<jO~ Up the Stakes

In the summer of 1990, one (a
utility district) decided to levy a hook-up
fee on all inefficient homes sited in its service territory
that did not meet Bonneville's technical specifications for
energy efficiency. The policy went into effect on
15th. "All" included site-built and manufactured homes.
The utility board, after reviewing evidence that many new
manufactured homes were being brought into its service
territory that did not meet the same high requirements that
had been instituted for site-built decided that the
additional charge was justified to offset the cost of
purchasing more-expensive electric energy.



the cost and amount of energy used or saved by a variety
of ECMs under varying climate conditions .. The computer
simulation model played a key role in the negotiations
between utilities and manufacturers.

esultsesearch

All of the Northwest's manufacturers have agreed that, by
October of 1992, 100% of their electrically heated
manufactured homes will be built to the MAP energy
efficiency guidelines which are more rigorous than the
SGC These homes will use less than half
the energy of standard manufactured homes and should
account for additional of 7.5 of energy
in the

One major item that had to be negotiated was the con
servation package required to meet the MAP specifica
tions. To simplify production, manufacturers wanted a
single climate zone, unlike the previous SGC and
RCDP/SGC programs which had three climate zones.. The
manufacturers also wanted unlimited glazing. They argued
that one reason more homes had not been built and sold
under the previous SOC program was because manufac
turer~ had to limit window area in some cases to meet the
efficiency requirements.. Utilities agreed with them and
created a single Ifone-size-fits-all" zone with unlimited
glazing. Utilities also agreed to pay manufacturers $2,500
for each MAP home built. The MAP specifications are
presented in BPA 1992..

Two factors are important here.. First, each regional utility
has the right to operate its system in a fair, competitive,
and business-like manner.. This particular utility had
determined that over one-third of the new electrically
heated home hookups were for homes not built to its
required specifications, and that these were manufactured
homes .. The utility decided that a $2,000 hook-up fee on
all homes (site-built and manufactured) was justified to
offset its costs for adding the electrical service needed to
supply each new home over its entire life (about 45
years). The utility argued that it was good utility
management practice, especially because it was applicable
to all new residences.

anufactured Housing Acquisition
Program

Such was the situation in the fall of 1990. It was clear to
both manufacturers and utilities that had a common
interest in the life-time energy costs of a home.. Thus

the final process of and manufacturer nego-
tiations which led to the creation of the Manufacturoo-

Second, under HUD's preemption clause, manufacturers
believed they had the right to be exempted from regula
tions established by any state or local jurisdiction..
However, whether or not the utility fee was included in
the clause was a debatable issue.. Few manufacturers
would choose to up the preemption clause, but to
take the issue to court could bring into question this
benefit or even put it at risk: utilities had lawyers too.

Results from the manufactured housing study conducted
the RCDP/SGC program added significantly to

Bonneville's understanding of energy use in this housing
sector. This data will continue to be used as manufactured.

evolves..

a contract offer utilities
to build 100% of their

MAP was in ...........1Il"I...... 'O''ll''.il-.

to each of the 18 re210nal
_~rl>ri1li11..... 1i" line to meet a

with Bonneville the
utilities and the Manufactured

il-inlll1~lI't'UV Association the manufacturers .. Two
""'.&.jIii,.."-ll..l!. ... ,jl"".......l4 .. alLieS'HollS had to be answered: 1) What would
the technical construction of the
manufacturer? and What would the utilities pay for
such a resource?

this time the results of the RCDP were
The cost and energy use data, which had been

collected and were being readied for publica-
tion. these results were not published until April

it was already determined that the average energy
COIlsumt:-tloln could be simulated. on a computer within a
5% range 1991). With validation of the cornOtiter
simulation program, it was possible to accurately predict

Under the RCDP/SGC program, data were coUected from
150 manufactured homes purchased between January 1988
and February 1989 and monitored over the 1989-1990
heating season.. The homes were triple metered to show
space heat, water heat, and overaU energy use.. Cost data
on each ECM installed was collected and analyzed and a
cost-effectiveness ~alysis was conducted $ Computer
modeling was also conducted, based on the data collected,
to predict energy use and savings .. The results of the
RCDP research are discussed below.

Coefficients

The nominal Do, and nominal R-values for the
different types of construction are shown in Table 1.
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HUD Minimum is the maximum allowable heat loss
coefficient set forth under the FMHCSS. The Base Home
is an average of the upgrade package, either already
included the manufacturer in the home as a good
ma.rkt~trnl£ strategy or requested by the buyer as a prudent
investment in the home. The Base not the HUD

represents the from which the added
costs and energy savings were measured.. Relative to the
Base the ReDP homes represented about a 30%
ImiDrOivelne11t in the basic thermal llnt,a.n1'"'lItu

Table 2 shows the average energy usage per home.

The RCDP and MAP reduce space
Table 3, which uses the Base

Home for shows the energy .....u>."" ••• ,... •.,.

voided 08t

In the case of BonneviHe and its customers, avoided cost
is 56 mills/kWh or 5.. 6 cents per kilowatt-hour, and

the cost of from a new coal-fired
power in the Pacific Northwest. (All reported costs
are in 1990 potential resource that helps a

meet its electric loads at a price lower than
this avoided cost is considered to be cost-effective to the

When the acquisition of an energy resource to
avoided cost, many factors must be considered: for

the life expectancy of the resource, when the
resource win become available, the energy savings, the
capital cost, and maintenance and operating cost The new
manufactured housing conservation resource not only
presents an energy resource far below the region's
cost-effectiveness threshold of $ .. 6 cents/kWh, but is also
very inexpensive when compared with other conservation
resources ..

Innovation in Manufactured HOIL/SArna Enlerf1'V"'JEffJfcjE~nc~v p,'rOJ,,1rSirns - 5.. 195



The weighted average cost per home was
with an energy of 1,900 kWh for a levelized cost
of 1.3 cents/kWh over the home's life.

the factory. Not only were the MAP savings larger than
under SGC, the levelized cost was further below the
5.6 cents per kWh avoided cost established by Bonneville.

Assuming a 45-year manufactured home lifetime and an
annual discount rate of 3%, the cost of purchasing this
resource at the factory was far below the regional avoided
cost for new plants, as shown in Table 4.
Given regional production rates of over 10,000 manufac
tured homes per year and annual energy savings of
to kWh per RCDP/SGC the
re~~lO]t1al benefits are substantial.

Horne
to

l'he savings, by any measure, are impressive. And the
low cost per kilowatt hour saved was to convince
the utilities to support Bonneville's contract offer
to the regional Few resources could compete with
those savings.

onclusi ns

After the results of the RCDP
ties became aware of the suz:mUlcmlt

from this sector.
Im1presse;d by the levelized cost of those ..n .... ·.. JIC ...... =..."A

pOlten'URi exists for in manufactured
more effective use of incentives. For eX~lmJ)le,

The amount paid to manufacturers for each MAP home
was $2,500 for regional average energy savings of
7,900 kWh per home per year. This is equivalent to a
levelized cost of 1&3 cents/kWh saved. Under the

the sales weighted average incentive paid by
the utilities was about $2,200; the energy savings were
about 6,000 kWh per home per year; and the levelized
cost of the savings was about 1.5 cents/kWh.
comparison electricity produced from a new coal-fired
power in the Pacific Northwest is 506 cents/kWH.

Under MAP the utilities offered the manufacturers
acc,ept,ed) a flat for aU homes produced at

after on a climate zone for the
Le., one technical for all homes no

matter where are sited.
based on the wholesale cost to from



the retail of the base home increased. about $3,700 to
improve the home to meet the RCDP/SGC Technical
Specifications. Most or all of this increase was paid for
under the RCDP/SGC program through rebates. The
manufacturers' wholesale cost (materials, labor, overhead,
and profit), however, averaged about $3,100 to install and
deliver a RCDP/SGC home. These costs suggested to
Bonneville that the same home buyer savings could be
achieved at a lower program cost if the incentives were
paid directly to the manufacturer.
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